IRA-E900ST1 IRA-E910ST1
Pyroelectric infrared sensors, IRA series, exhibit high sensitivity and reliable performance made possible by Murata's ceramic technology and Hybrid IC technique expertise developed over many years. IRA-E940ST1 realizes cost benefits and higher performance with a new infrared sensor element of improved material parameters and fabrication. IRA-E940ST1 which has quad elements and 2 outputs will detect the human body more correctly with OR/AND logic circuit. 
! Features

IRA-E940ST1
Please read CAUTION and Notice in this catalog for safety. This catalog has only typical specifications. Therefore you are requested to approve our product specification or to transact the approval sheet for product specification, before your ordering. 
IRA-E420QW1
Please read CAUTION and Notice in this catalog for safety. This catalog has only typical specifications. Therefore you are requested to approve our product specification or to transact the approval sheet for product specification, before your ordering. Please read CAUTION and Notice in this catalog for safety. This catalog has only typical specifications. Therefore you are requested to approve our product specification or to transact the approval sheet for product specification, before your ordering. Please read CAUTION and Notice in this catalog for safety. This catalog has only typical specifications. Therefore you are requested to approve our product specification or to transact the approval sheet for product specification, before your ordering. 
PPGI0902
PPGI0626
Please read CAUTION and Notice in this catalog for safety. This catalog has only typical specifications. Therefore you are requested to approve our product specification or to transact the approval sheet for product specification, before your ordering. Y40D for 500 hrs.
60D, 95% RH for 500 hrs.
20 times of following cycle.
Y25D, 30min.eRoom temp., 30min.h gRoom temp., 30min.f55D, 30min.
Apply vibration of amplitude of 1.5mm with 10 to 55Hz band to each of 3 perpendicular directions for 60min.
Apply shock of 100G sinewave by standard shock tester to each of 3 perpendicular directions.
Immerse up to 3.0mm from can case in solder bath of 260T5D for 10T1 s. Y30D for 500 hrs.
times of following cycle.
Immerse up to 3.0mm from can case in solder bath of 260T5˚C for 10T1 s. 
Test Conditions
After test completion, leave for three hours in normal humidity temperature conditions, and then measure.
External appearance:
No significant damage.
Sensitivity:
Tolerance within 20% deviation from original value.
Noise:
Maximum •CdS Input is required to be Vcc 3.9W0.2V/Y0.4V or higer to operate.
•IMD-B101-01 generates analog output at Pin (2). With IMD-FL01W/G !Note • This catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. Therefore, please approve our product specifications or transact the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. Especially, please read rating and !CAUTION (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in them to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc.
• You are able to read a detailed specifications in the website (http://search.murata.co.jp/) before to require our product specifications or to transact the approval sheet for product specifications. !Note • This catalog has only typical specifications because there is no space for detailed specifications. Therefore, please approve our product specifications or transact the approval sheet for product specifications before ordering. Especially, please read rating and !CAUTION (for storage, operating, rating, soldering, mounting and handling) in them to prevent smoking and/or burning, etc.
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